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Abstract: The reliability concerns have driven the design of the LHC BLM system from the early stage of the studies up to the present commissioning and the latest
development of diagnostic tools. To protect the system against non-conformities, new ways of automatic checking have been developed and implemented. These
checks are regularly and systematically executed by the LHC operation team to insure that the system status is after each test "as good as new". The sanity checks
are part of this strategy. They are testing the electrical part of the detectors (ionisation chamber or secondary emission detector), their cable connections to the
front-end electronics, further connections to the back-end electronics and their ability to request a beam abort. During the installation and in the early
commissioning phase, these checks have shown their ability to find also non-conformities caused by unexpected failure event scenarios.

LHC BLM OVERVIEW

INTERNAL BEAM PERMIT CHECK
The beam permit check unsure that all Thresholds Comparators are able to fire the beam dump
and that is correctly passed through the daisy chaining of VME crates. The last cable before the
machine interlock interface (BLECS) is under the responsibility of the Machine Interlock section.
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CONNECTIVITY CHECK
The connectivity check unsure that all monitors are supplied with high voltage and that the filter
inside is correctly connected. In addition, the check is able to recognize the type of monitor install
by the difference of capacitance (Ionization chamber small or standard, second emission monitor).
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MEASUREMENTS REPETABILITY

Reliability increase on the BLM LHC is achieved by checking the integrity of the system
regularly (every 24h). If not initiated on time, these checks are blocking the next injection
on the level of the hardware (no bypass possible).

Connectivity check measurements (100x) on BLMQI monitors (Ionization chambers in the arcs)
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RELIABILITY STRATEGY
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NON-CONFORMITIES OF THE INSTALLATION
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The modulation voltage is now 30Vpp and 60mHz, which
minimize the impact of this check on the system (no offset
increase as in the first implementation)
The high repeatability of the connectivity check measurements
allows detection of wilder range of defects than expected
(cables, monitors, electronics).

Samples

The internal beam permit check verify the ability of the
threshold comparators to fire the dump through the complete
BLM system.
The LHC BLM system is ready to be check regularly for its
ability of transmitting the dump request to the interlock system
(under the responsibility of TE-MPE-MI).

Samples
A sensitivity issue was noticed with beam (top) and confirmed with the connectivity
check measure (Red plot).

KEY POINTS
The sanity check is integrated to the LHC pre-injection
sequence executed at least every 24 hours. In case of nonconformity, the BLM system blocks the next injection.

Non-conformity discovered during commissioning (top). After
opening the monitor, the source was found (capacitor not soldered)

The reliability of the BLM system has been increased by its
ability
of
auto-checking
itself.
The shutdown works are also gaining from this automatic
functionalities.
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